
Trinity 16 

My dear Friends,  

Often at this time of the year our television screens, newspapers and wireless are graced with the delights of 
political party conferences. For decades Brighton or Blackpool and more recently more urban destinations 
have welcomed party delegates and supporters for an annual pep talk from their leaders and an unveiling of 
new exciting policies which will solve the nation's woes. As with almost everything, this year it is different. 
Conferences are going ahead I believe but online and obviously without the travel and time away. Our leaders 
have greater difficulties and challenges than they have had before which concentrate the mind and focus the 
attention. Whatever our political convictions we as Christians must pray for them and do what we can to 
help bring our communities together to face the current challenges.  

It is also the time when we as a diocese have our conference, always the last Saturday in September. Woe 
betide the careless cleric who books a wedding that day! This year as last the conference is split over two 
days. Last year we gathered at the Cathedral in July for the business part of the meeting and then at St John's 
Church in Wales High School for the group discussions and debate. We then looked at various aspects of 
Diocesan life, looking forward to the Year of Pilgrimage, the 900th Anniversary Celebrations of Llandaff 
Cathedral and the Commemoration of the Centenary of the Church in Wales. What a busy year 2020 was 
going to be! Little did we know... 

We also concentrated on the Diocesan vision for us all as we continue to grow the Kingdom of God, tell a 
joyful story and build our capacity for good in God's world. This vision may not have been expressed in the 
ways we envisaged last September. However we can see that the Covid 19 pandemic has made the Church 
react in all sorts of positive and encouraging ways. You may have read in 'Llandaff Matters' of several joyful 
stories from around the diocese. I hope too you have felt and experienced that we as a church locally have 
done things to enable ourselves to feel part of our Christian community and have kept in touch through 
various media. A good deal of our time we have been prevented from being in our Church buildings. Over 
the last two months that has gradually been relaxed although we must abide by the restrictions that I outlined 
last week if we are going to maintain this practice.  

This year's Llandaff Diocesan Conference is also to be conducted online. A potential gathering of 250 
representatives laity and clergy from every parish on a Zoom call. It will be very different. We will not be 
traveling to one of our Church High Schools and spending a bit of time greeting old friends and making new 
ones but will be in our sitting rooms gazing into a screen. There will be opportunities for questions sent in 
advance as usual and breakout groups for discussion and individual work. It will be a fascinating and 
demanding experience. As well as looking at how the diocese has risen to the challenges of the pandemic we 
will also be looking to the future and the reorganisation of the diocese into Ministry Areas. Those of you on 
PCCs and Deanery Conference will be familiar with this. Some parts of the diocese have moved already into 
these groupings, Cardiff is not yet so arranged but we are assured that this to come. We shall be coming 
together as churches and congregations in new ways which we hope will support us and strengthen us in the 
coming years so we can be better equipped to follow our calling as the people of God in this place. Your 
representatives will be reporting to you soon on what transpires.  

Best wishes and prayers  
Stewart  

The Reverend Canon Stewart Lisk,  
Vicar of Roath and Area Dean of Cardiff.  


